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A Location Strategy for Increasing Police Transparency and Citizen Engagement
Open Data Site

ArcGIS
What are your goals?

Subhead Here

- Reduce Crime
- Reduce Traffic Accidents
- Improve Response Time
- Increase Accountability
Progressive Disclosure
Disclosure and Transparency
Think it through

- What is the Scope of the Site?
- How does the viewer benefit from viewing the Page?
- Should the viewer be able to take another step?
- Is there a call to action?
South Bend Police Dept. Transparency Hub

This is the Open Data Hub for the South Bend Police Department. Use this space to access and analyze raw data as well as to explore interactive visuals that provide context and help you interpret information about your Police Department and our community.

Demo Open Data Site
South Bend Police Department
How Do We Get Started

- **Enable Open Data**

  
  **ArcGIS Platform for Law Enforcement**

  **Open Data**

  Enhance the sharing workflows of ArcGIS and engage with the public by enabling Open Data for your organization. When you enable this feature, groups can be designated to share open data and content within these groups is able to be added to custom open data sites you create. Once shared, the data is automatically available to be visualized with charts, graphs, maps, or downloaded in a variety of open file formats.

  The URL to configure your organization's Open Data site is:
  
  `http://opendata.arcgis.com/admin/`

  **Your Open Data Sites**
  
  Example Open Data Site (public)
  Example Rochester Police Open Data Portal (private)
  Example CMPD Open Data Portal (private)

  **Your Open Data Groups**
  
  Open Data
  CMPD Open Data

  Organization members must be assigned to groups designated as available for use in your Open Data sites. Once assigned membership, members may provision those groups with content by sharing it with the group.

  **Assign Members to Open Data Groups**
  
  **Share Content with Open Data Groups**
How Do We Get Started

• Specify your group(s)
Get your data ready

Humanize Data – use field aliases, remove blank fields, hide unnecessary fields, keep Object ID
How Do We Get Started?

- **Goals:** Reduce traffic fatalities due to distracted driving
- **Initiative:** Traffic Control Details
- **Apps:**
  - Why we put our details where we do
    - Storymap
  - Explaining Analysis
    - Storymap
- **Data:** Historic Crash Data
Site Manager

- Where you configure site
- Manage Groups
- Access pages
- Edit the site layout
Making the Open Data Leap

- Self Awareness and Culture Shift
- Build advocacy
- Informing and coordinating with PIO/External Affairs
- Reducing Costs
Please Take Our Survey on the Esri Events App!

Download the Esri Events app and find your event

Select the session you attended

Scroll down to find the survey

Complete Answers and Select “Submit”